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The 
freedom 
of play.
At Miracle, we believe thrilling and challenging 

play tests our kids’ limits and teaches them the 

coping skills they need for the future. After all, kids 

who embrace challenges as opportunities become 

confident leaders. Browse our featured products to 

find elements that will help prepare the children of 

your community to become the leaders of tomorrow!

®



The 
freedom 
of play.
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Miracle® 
Museum™
Miracle Museum is a new-to-the-playground-industry children’s 
museum experience that gives kids the chance to engage in fantastical 
sensory events. Children touch, listen, see, and play their way through 
this mesmerizing collection of products. 
 
Add products from the Miracle Museum collection to your existing 
playground, or include them in a new design, to create a space that 
kids will want to spend their time exploring. Because most Miracle 
Museum products do not require safety surfacing, they can convert 
under-utilized spaces into sensory rich play areas. The collection was 
designed with universal play principles, meaning it’s appropriate for all 
ages and abilities—even caregivers can join in the fun!
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Mini City
Playhouses have been a favorite with kids for decades, but now 
the Miracle® Mini City builds an entire community around the 
concept. Created with input from experts in child development 
and inclusion, the fun and whimsical designs of the Mini City 
reflect life through the eyes of a child.

Each product in the Mini City line was designed to be enjoyed 
by children ages 2-5 (18 months-5 years CSA) of all abilities, 
including those with with autism, developmental delays, and 
those who use mobility devices. Mini City’s open designs keep 
kids in easy view at all times and encourage imaginative and 
interactive play among kids, parents, and caregivers.
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Champions 
Trek
Create obstacle-course thrills by combining a series of 
custom climbing challenges designed to promote physical 
development through friendly competition. Designed for 
children ages 5-12, Champions Trek puts kids through the 
paces, providing an active, full-body workout that helps 
improve strength, agility, coordination, and mobility while 
pushing the limits of fun. Use products from our Champions 
Trek product line along with a variety of our other 
freestanding products to create a fun challenge no matter 
your space or budget! 
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Phyzics® 
Moon 
All children can become lunar explorers with Miracle’s new 
Phyzics Moon. This frame net climber lets many children play 
together on the same piece of equipment, and provides varying 
levels of challenge to keep even older children engaged. With 
Hurricane Rings, JAX®, Orbs, and more, Phyzics Moon brings 
Miracle’s legacy of exciting design to an entirely playable surface 
that will attract thrill-seeking explorers to your playground!

Phyzics Full Moon is an eye-catching piece packed with play 
value. It combines rope with more traditional Miracle pieces 
to create an iconic event that stands apart from standard 
post and platform systems.

Phyzics New Moon has the thrill of Full Moon, but in a smaller 
footprint to accommodate tighter budgets and spaces.

NEW MOON CLIMBER

Phyzics New Moon Top View
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*Available on both Full and New Moon Climbers.

FULL MOON CLIMBER

Flex tread climbers

ring seats

rope casting Forest

arch ladder

hurricane climbers*

JaX® climbers*

orb climbers

hammock seat*

Phyzics Full Moon Top View

Phyzics New Moon Top View
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Hover Net
Now kids can enjoy a thrilling new way to play with 
Hover Net, one of the first levitating-style play nets in the 
US. Suspended between four sturdy support posts, this 
pyramid-shaped rope climber gives kids the sensation that 
they’re floating in mid-air or crawling along a giant web. By 
combining physical, social and imaginative play, Hover Net 
lets multiple kids play together, safely choosing their own 
play path, challenge level and feeling of perceived risk that 
will keep everyone in suspense as they play.
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Sculpted 
Play 
Elements
Children will be drawn to these fun climbers that bring animals 
and nature elements to any playground. From water frogs to 
butterfly meadows to the bears in the forest, you will find Sculpted 
Play Elements that work with your playground design.

These products are made of GFRP (Glass Fiber Reinforced 
Plastic), which is much lighter and friendlier to the touch than 
GFRC (Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete) products. Less weight 
means they are easier to install and less costly to ship.
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Made of the highest quality materials, our Dog Park products are 
durable enough to stand up to ruff and tough play. The products 
provide opportunities for exercise, training, teamwork, fun, and 
learning new skills! They promote socialization for dogs and people, 
and encourage an active lifestyle for both. Our Dog Park products 
cater to any size dog, and all skill levels can enjoy them. 
 
Please note: creating large and small dog areas is a good practice. 
Fencing and double gated entries are strongly recommended. 
Whether your best friend wants to practice agility, hurdles, or jump 
through hoops like a good boy (or girl), we’ve got the products you 
need to bring a destination dog park to your community.

Dog Park 
Equipment
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Final touches 
to perfect your 
play space.
Your playground is more than just a space to 
play—it’s an area to rest, socialize, gather, and 
recharge. Our new Site Amenities include hand 
sanitizer stations, picnic tables, and amenities 
made from recycled plastic. We’ll help you 
make the most of your playground!
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PlayArmor™ is the first antimicrobial coating specifically 
introduced in the recreation industry that protects 
playground equipment and site amenities. It was created 
by biochemists and has been registered for use by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

To learn more, visit  
Miracle-Recreation.com/PlayArmor.
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All play equipment must be installed over an appropriate, impact-absorbing surface that complies with ASTM or CSA standards, unless otherwise noted. 
Miracle Recreation Equipment Company is a PlayPower, Inc. Company. Copyright ©2021 by PlayPower, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Connect with a Miracle-
experience our interactive catalog.
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